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Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can interfere with
linguistic performance when delivered over language areas. At low
frequency (1 Hz), rTMS is assumed to decrease cortical excitability;
however, the degree of TMS effect on cortical language areas may
depend on the localization of the stimulation coil with respect to the
inter-individual anatomo-functional variations.
Hence, we aimed at investigating individual brain areas involved in
semantic and phonological auditory processes. We hypothesized that
active rTMS targeted over Wernicke’s area might modify the performance during a language-fragment-detection task. Sentences in native or
foreign languages were presented to 12 right-handed male healthy
volunteers during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 3Dfunctional maps localized the posterior temporal activation (Wernicke)
in each subject and MRI anatomical cortical landmarks were used to
define Broca’s pars opercularis (F3Op). A frameless stereotaxy system
was used to guide the TMS coil position over Wernicke’s and F3Op
areas in each subject. Active and placebo randomized rTMS sessions
were applied at 1 Hz, 110% of motor threshold, during the same
language-fragment-detection task. Accuracy and response time (RT)
were recorded. RT was significantly decreased by active rTMS
compared to placebo over Wernicke’s area, and was more decreased
for native than for foreign languages. No significant RT change was
observed for F3Op area. rTMS conditions did not impair participants’
accuracy. Thus, low-frequency rTMS over Wernicke’s area can speedup the response to a task tapping on native language perception in
healthy volunteers. This individually-guided stimulation study confirms that facilitatory effects are not confined to high-frequency rTMS.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) provides a noninvasive method to investigate cognitive functions, such as
language processing (Epstein, 1998). By inducing a local current
in the cortical tissue, TMS interferes with ongoing brain activity,
thus creating a temporary ‘‘virtual lesion’’ (Pascual-Leone et al.,
2000). This TMS specificity is used to interfere transiently with
brain activity in a specific region to characterize behavioral effects
(Matthews et al., 2003).
TMS recently highlighted the functional demand on languagerelated areas during linguistic tasks, and further questioned the
classical model of language localization (Broca, 1861; Wernicke,
1874), which assigns planning and production of speech to the
anterior perisylvian area (Broca’s area) and both speech recognition and sound representations to the posterior perisylvian area
(Wernicke’s area).
Broca’s area is an anatomically complex region including the
pars opercularis (F3Op), the pars triangularis (F3Tr), and the pars
orbitalis (F3Or) (Fig. 1A), which shows anatomic variability between
subjects (Burton et al., 2001; Tomaiuolo et al., 1999). Investigators
have used TMS to clarify the function of these subregions and
reported differential effects on syntactic and semantic processing.
High-frequency or single-pulse TMS has implicated F3Or in
semantic processing (Devlin et al., 2003; Matthews et al., 2003). In
addition, F3Op has been involved in syntactic processing (Sakai et
al., 2002), in phonological processing (Devlin et al., 2003; Nixon
et al., 2004) and in the motor control of speech (Watkins et al.,
2003), and has been suggested to operate as an interface of
perception and action (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2004; Watkins and Paus,
2004). However, other authors have reported no effect of lowfrequency or high-frequency repetitive TMS (rTMS) applied over
Broca’s area (Sparing et al., 2001).
The role of Wernicke’s area has also been revisited. Wernicke’s
area’s precise location is still debated, within the posterior
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Fig. 1. (A) F3Op definition using anatomical landmarks. Cortical landmarks used to identify the pars opercularis (F3Op) of Broca’s area: AR/HR = ascending
and horizontal rami of the Sylvian fissure, CS = central sulcus, IFS = inferior frontal sulcus, IPS = inferior branch of the precentral sulcus. Coronal (left) and
sagittal views of the left hemisphere in a nonnormalized MRI. Cortex surface rendering (right) of the MRI series with landmarks superimposed to indicate the
pars orbitalis (F3Or), the pars triangularis (F3Tr) and the pars opercularis (F3Op) (Duvernoy, 1999). (B) Wernicke’s area definition using functional landmarks.
(Left) Individual statistical parametrical maps for the fMRI image subtraction ‘‘French minus foreign languages’’ (height threshold: P corrected < 0.0001). The
cortex cluster with the highest t value was clearly visible and corresponded to Wernicke’s area (peak voxel at 50, 46, 1; Z > 6.44) in the Talairach and
Tournoux atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). (Right) Brainvisa software allowed reporting the cluster of maximal activity onto the subject’s unnormalized
3D cortex rendering.

temporal or inferior parietal regions (Burton et al., 2001;
McDermott et al., 2003; Peelle et al., 2004; Seghier et al.,
2004); it is often defined on a functional basis (Friederici, 2002;
Luke et al., 2002) and therefore varies across subjects. Wernicke’s
area has been variously defined in TMS studies which did not take
into account its inter-subject functional variability. For instance,
some investigators have approximated Wernicke’s area with
respect to different electrode locations in the international 10 –
20 electrode system (Claus et al., 1993; Sparing et al., 2001;
Knecht et al., 2002). Low-frequency rTMS (1 Hz) over Wernicke’s
area suppressed language functions in a word-generation task
(Knecht et al., 2002), single-pulse TMS or high-frequency (5 to 20
Hz) rTMS applied to the same area before picture presentation
facilitated picture naming (Mottaghy et al., 1999; Topper et al.,
1998). Thus, the degree of variability of the TMS effects on
language processing may depend on the diversity of language
tasks used by the investigators (Binder et al., 1997), or on the
stimulation parameters used (Maeda et al., 2000; Sparing et al.,
2001), but also on factors such as the localization of the
stimulation coil with respect to the inter-individual variations of
cortical areas.
While most TMS studies did not accurately localize the
stimulated cortical areas, a higher precision should be attainable
in repositioning the TMS stimulation coil in order to control for
inter-subject morphologic or functional variability. Indeed, the
variability of brain folding and functional activations in the left
inferior frontal (Broca) and superior temporal (Wernicke) regions
has been highlighted in functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies during tasks that involve words and sounds as
auditory stimuli (Malogiannis et al., 2003; Pallier et al., 2003;
Seghier et al., 2004). However, most fMRI reports were based on
analyses that blurred the regional inter-individual variations
through normalized group-activation maps.

Recently, the analysis of the individual activation maps in a
fMRI study contrasting the processing of audio sentences in the
native vs. unknown languages (Pallier et al., 2003) has shown the
involvement of the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) in each
subject. Such individual fMRI determination should enable to
target a specific location in each subject, and to guide the TMS coil
position for stimulation (Bohning et al., 1999; Herwig et al., 2001).
In this study, we used individual mapping and frameless
stereotaxy to target and stimulate brain regions involved in
semantic and phonological auditory processes while they performed the same language task outside the MR imager. Because
high-frequency rTMS may increase the risk of inducing seizures
(Anand and Hotson, 2002; Wassermann et al., 1996), we
investigated whether low-frequency rTMS has an effect in healthy
volunteers. According to literature, we did not expect any
modification of task performance for rTMS over the anterior
perisylvian target since F3Op has rather been involved in
phonological or speech generation processes (e.g., Zatorre et al.,
1996; Price, 2000). We hypothesized that low-frequency rTMS
over Wernicke’s area may modify task performance since this
region might implement auditory language identification functions
(Pallier et al., 2003, Binder et al., 1997).

Methods
Subjects
Twelve healthy male subjects were included (age range, 20 to
26 years; mean age, 22 years); they were native French speakers,
not familiar with Polish or Korean languages, and right-handed
according to the Annett’s questionnaire (1967) (range 90 to 100%,
mean 97.3 T 1.0%). Their educational level was homogeneous
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(9.8 T 1.5 years of education). Exclusion criteria were alcoholism,
drug addiction and history of psychiatric or neurological disease.
All experiments followed the safety guidelines of TMS experiment (Chen et al., 1997; Wassermann et al., 1996) and approval
was obtained from the Paris-Pitié-Salpêtrière ethics committee.
Each subject gave written informed consent after the nature and
possible consequences of the study had been explained.
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Before scanning, subjects performed a practice run of 10 trials.
Stimuli were administered in two 14 min blocks, each comprising
96 trials: 32 sentences in French, 32 sentences in foreign languages
and 32 silence periods. The first four trials were excluded from the
analyses to allow for stability in magnetization. Two blocks with
416 functional images (=832) were acquired for each subject.
fMRI data analyses

Task description
The same language task was used in both the fMRI and TMS
experiments and was modified from Pallier et al. (2003). Subjects
listened to sentences in their native language and in languages
unknown to them (Korean, Polish) and were required to perform a
fragment-detection task. Following each 3 s sentence and after a
500 ms delay, a 500 ms fragment was played (Fig. 2).
Subjects had to indicate by pressing one of two response
buttons whether this fragment had appeared in the sentence or not:
the instruction was to respond Fpresent_ by pressing the right button
with the right thumb, and if not, by pressing the left button with the
left thumb. The inter-trial interval was 5000 ms. Languages and
side of response were presented in a different randomized order for
each subject. A PC running E-Prime software (Psychology
Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, USA) allowed the listening of
auditory stimuli and recording of the responses.
Anatomical MRI acquisition
3D anatomical images were acquired using a 1.5 T General
Electric Signa System scanner (General Electric Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI, USA). MRI scanning parameters included a slice
thickness of 1.3 mm, a field of view of 24 cm and an acquisition
matrix of 256  256  128 voxels. A conjugate synthesis in
combination with an interleaved acquisition resulted in 124
contiguous double-echo slices whose voxel dimensions were
0.94  0.94  1.3 mm3. These high-resolution fSPGR T1weighted images enabled reconstruction of the fine individual
cortex folding (Mangin et al., 2004), which was used as anatomical
landmarks for the TMS targets.
fMRI design and acquisition
The brain language areas were mapped using auditory events
synchronized with functional MR image volume acquisitions.
During presentation of auditory stimulations, a gradient-echo
echo-planar imaging sequence sensitive to brain oxygen-level
dependant (BOLD) contrast was used (18 slices, TR/TE = 2000/
60 ms, FOV 24 cm, 64  64 matrix, voxel size 3.75  3.75 
6 mm3).

Functional time series data were processed using SPM99
(Wellcome Department of cognitive Neurology, London; http://fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), with MATLABR 6.1 (http://www.mathworks.
com/products/matlab). Preprocessing of functional time series
included slice timing, spatial realignment (correction of movements). The functional time series data were then normalized using
nonlinear spatial normalization to the stereotaxic space devised in
the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI), based on the T1
structural images of each subject to classify the activated areas in
a standard stereotaxic space. Finally, each image was smoothed
with a 5-mm at full-width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian filter.
Two separate analyses of these data allowed (1) to detect
cerebral activation during right and left thumb movements and (2)
to detect the activation during semantic processing (French
language stimuli vs. foreign languages stimuli).
The statistical parametrical map (SPM) reflecting the t-contrast
(t-map) between right and left thumb movements was obtained and
allowed detecting the right thumb movement activation in the
motor cortex in a standard stereotactic space. The activated area in
the left hemisphere corresponded to the unnormalized set that was
targeted with TMS and used for motor threshold determination (see
below).
A linear model was then defined by two categories of events:
French and foreign languages. We chose the foreign languages
condition as a baseline that was ‘‘neutral’’ for all the subjects,
and determined the areas where French stimuli elicited stronger
activations than foreign languages stimuli. Individual activation
maps (Fig. 1B), defined as separate activated clusters on each
subject’s functional map, were identified according to their x, y,
z Talairach’s coordinates and their corresponding anatomical
landmarks.
In the posterior temporal region (Wernicke), Talairach’s mean
coordinates of the maximum fMRI activation (peak voxel) were
computed for the group on the basis of individual response
location; also, we assessed inter-individual variability in Talairach’s coordinates, and frequency of activation within the group
(Seghier et al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2000).
The coordinates for the peak voxel within the activated regions
were obtained using the SPM99 software. We used an algorithm
(http://www.mrc-cby.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/mnispace.html) for an

Fig. 2. Schemata of one trial in the fragment-detection language task, during fMRI or rTMS. Participants listened to sentences in their native language and in
languages unknown to them (and silence periods for fMRI experiment). The instruction was to press one of the two buttons responses whether a short fragment
did belong to a sentence just heard. Vertical lines symbolize the 1 Hz-pulses during the TMS experiment.
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approximate conversion to relate these peak coordinates to the
Atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988).
Determination of the TMS sites from MR images
The t-maps constructed from the fMRI data (defined in
Talairach’s space) described above (i.e., right thumb’s and
Wernicke’s areas) were loaded into Brainvisa software (http://
brainvisa.info).
For a voxel-maximum located in the cortex, the software
provided automatically the closest barycenter on the head surface
(defined in the subject’s MRI space) as the optimal coil position for
TMS stimulation (Fig. 3C).
The identification of the appropriate sulci and gyri that assists in
defining the pars opercularis (F3Op) of Broca’s area was made on
the basis of each subject’s anatomical MRI scan (Devlin et al.,
2003; Nixon et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2001), with reference to an
anatomical brain atlas (Duvernoy, 1999). The F3Op was delimited
rostrally by the ascending rami of the Sylvian fissure (AR);
dorsally, by the inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) and ventrally, by the
Sylvian fissure (SF). The identification of the cortical folds (AR,
IFS and SF) was obtained from coronal and sagital MRI slices and
3D rendering of the cortex relief (Fig. 1A).

TMS procedure
The same subjects participated to the TMS experiment that took
place a few days after MRI data acquisition. An optical
computerized frameless stereotaxy system (Brainsight, Rogue
Research, Montreal, Canada; http://www.rogue-research.com),
plugged to Brainvisa software, was used to track in real-time the
positioning of the coil and to guide it to the optimal coil position
determined on the MRI for each target site. Subjects were
positioned on a platform to hold their head relatively immobile
using a chin and a forehead rest. Constant coil positioning was
assured by monitoring the coil position display over the subject’s
head. Because the targets were defined in each subject’s MRI
space, it was necessary to coregister this space with the actual
space where the subject and the coil were. The registration process
used four anatomical landmarks (tip of the nose, bridge of the nose,
left and right ear tragus) selected on both the subject’s MRI and the
subject’s head. The registration allowed locating the coil position
with respect to the subject’s head surface and brain.
To obtain 3D anatomical display, the construction of 3dimensional MRI representations of each volunteer’s brain, head
and scalp target was carried out using the Brainvisa software. This
software included a dedicated TMS guidance procedure that

Fig. 3. Definition of the TMS target sites on the head surface, for F3Op (A) and Wernicke’s (B) areas. The targets (F3Op and Wernicke’s areas) were localized
individually and guided the on-line coil positioning; in these figures, the coil is represented with an angulation allowing target visualization. (C) Schematic
cortical target projection on a head surface reconstruction. Brainvisa uses a robust approach where the surface target (black dot) is defined as the barycenter of
the n (n = 10) surface mesh-nodes (orange dots) that are closest to the cortex cluster. Indeed, inaccuracies in head surface reconstruction may induce local
geometric artifacts confounding the target projection on the head surface. Hence, the closest scalp point may not be the optimal target position, while the
barycenter minimizes the deviation.
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enabled to visualize in real-time the coil position according to the
functional and anatomical data. Hence, targets were individually
monitored and stimulated.
TMS was applied using a MagPro R30 stimulator (MedtronicDantec, Skovlunde, Denmark; http://www.medtronic.com) with an
8-shaped coil where each wing measured 50 mm in diameter
(maximum output 2 T). The coil was fixed in place by a
mechanical arm and was adjusted until the central axis of the coil
wings intersected perpendicularly the target stimulation site on the
MRI display (see Figs. 3A,B). The coil was placed tangential to the
head at the point of contact and held such that its handle pointed
down and backward at an angle approximately 45- (Hoffman et al.,
2003; Maeda et al., 2002; Rizzo et al., 2004).
A placebo coil (Medtronic-Dantec) was also used in order to
reproduce the same acoustic stimulation as the active coil, but did
not induce the magnetic effects associated with TMS. The subjects
were unaware that they would not receive any stimulation.
The level of stimulation used was determined with reference to
each subject’s resting motor threshold. Surface electrodes were
placed on the right abductor pollicis brevis (APB) and a round
ground electrode was placed on the wrist and connected to a
Dantec CounterPoint electromyograph. The optimal scalp site, i.e.,
the scalp position where TMS induced motor-evoked potentials
(MEPs) of maximal amplitude in the APB hand muscle, was
determined from the motor cortex target obtained in the left
hemisphere with MR imaging. The resting motor threshold (RMT)
was defined for each subject as the minimal intensity of stimulator
output capable of inducing MEPs > 50 AV peak-to-peak amplitude
in at least 6 of 10 consecutive trials (Grosbras and Paus, 2002;
Mottaghy et al., 1999). Motor thresholds ranged between 40 and
70% of maximum stimulator output (mean 59 T 3%).
The TMS generator was connected to a PC running the E-Prime
software to trigger and to control the timing of the trains of
stimulation. The experiment consisted in the presentation via
earphones of auditory events synchronized with the TMS trains
(Fig. 2). The audio stimuli were identical to those used in the fMRI
acquisition; only silence periods were suppressed because of their
noninterest.
Before TMS experiment, subjects performed a practice block
without any stimulation to achieve stability of responses. Thereafter, subjects received 10 min TMS active stimulation or placebo
stimulation (1-Hz for 600 s at 10% above the subject’s motor
threshold) applied to one of the target sites (Wernicke or F3Op), in
a randomized manner.
The order of target sites and stimulation mode (i.e., active or
placebo) were randomized across subjects: the coil was placed over
each of the two sites in turn, changing site or stimulation mode at
the end of each block. Thus, subjects were administered four
stimulation blocks of 10 min; each one was followed by a 15-min
rest interval to avoid carry-over effects from one block to the next
(Knecht et al., 2003; Rossi et al., 2000).
Statistical analysis of behavioral data
Statistical analyses were performed with the use of StatViewR
5.0 (SAS Institute, USA). Reaction times (RTs) and error rate (ER)
were chosen as dependent variables for analysis of the effects of
TMS on task performance (Devlin et al., 2003; Nixon et al., 2004).
Outlier response times, i.e., responses higher than 3000 ms, were
discarded from analyses. For all subjects, we calculated the
percentage of correct response (accuracy) and the mean reaction
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time (RT) for each TMS condition. We performed two repeatedmeasures ANOVAs with three within-subject factors: location
(Wernicke, F3Op), language (French, foreign languages) and
stimulation mode (active, placebo) to analyze accuracy and RT.
In order to investigate the effect of TMS on RT in each location,
two other ANOVAs were performed separately for each target site
(Wernicke, F3Op). We used unpaired t tests for post hoc analysis.

Results
fMRI results
The statistical parametrical map (SPM) reflecting the thumb
movement activity allowed detection of a clear activation of the left
motor cortex (Brodman area 4) in each subject.
Posterior sylvian clusters of activation resulting from the
French minus foreign languages contrast were detected in each
subject (see Table 1). Furthermore, in order to assess interindividual variability in the whole sample, mean fMRI activations
were mapped into Talairach’s space. Significant activation was
detected in the left superior temporal gyrus in 6 subjects (mean T
SD peak voxel x, y, z Talairach’s coordinates in mm: 49 T 7,
44 T 7, 14 T 4; Z > 6.2; extent: 976 T 1696 voxels), and in the
left middle temporal gyrus in 9 subjects (mean peak voxel at
53 T 4, 41 T 9, 0.7 T 4; Z > 5.85; extent 3216 T 4829 voxels).
Group peak voxel Talairach’s coordinates of Wernicke’s area were
x, y, z: 51 T 5, 45 T 8, 9 T 8 (Z > 5.85; extent 3701 T 4679
voxels); maximum inter-subject variations reached 17, 24 and 18
mm, respectively. In addition, the anterior cingulate was activated
in nine subjects (mean peak voxel at 2 T 4, 3 T 6, 48 T 6; Z >
6.18; extent: 2682 T 3546 voxels). Activation was also observed in
the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; Broca’s area) in eight subjects,
including the pars opercularis and/or the pars triangularis. Five
subjects activated the F3Op (mean peak voxel at 50 T 3, 12 T 3,
17 T 8; Z > 6.1; extent: 1930 T 4065 voxels) and three subjects
activated the PTr (mean peak voxel at 44 T 4, 20 T 8, 18 T 9; Z >
6.4; extent 512 T 1615 voxels). The right middle temporal gyrus
was activated in four subjects only (mean peak voxel at 48 T 5,
21 T 17, 6 T 9; Z > 5.9; extent: 640 T 1224 voxels).
TMS effects on the targeted language areas
One subject could not tolerate active stimulation, which
triggered a panic attack, and was excluded from the TMS data
analysis. Two subjects reported discomfort caused by active rTMS
over F3Op (e.g. blinking of the eyes, squeaking of the teeth);
however, their mean RT for this site [(1080 and 1322 ms) for
French language and (1203 and 1834 ms) for foreign languages]
was within the RT range of the subjects’ sample [(794 to 1449 ms)
for French language and (1098 to 1904 ms) for foreign languages].
Regarding general effects, a significant effect of language was
detected for RT ( F (1,10) = 120.35, P < 0.0001) and for accuracy
( F (1,10) = 49.19, P < 0.0001). There was a significant main effect
of stimulation mode on RTs ( F (1,10) = 10.85, P < 0.008); RT of
active stimulation was faster (1229 T 46 ms) relative to placebo
stimulation (1339 T 46 ms). Also, there was an interaction between
stimulation mode and language ( F (1,10) = 7.61, P < 0.02).
Moreover, this analysis showed a trend towards significance for
the interaction between location, stimulation mode and language
( F (1,10) = 4.23, P = 0.06).
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Table 1
Individual characteristics of posterior language area detected for French vs. foreign languages stimuli (height threshold P<0.0001 corrected for multiple
comparisons)
Subjects

Talairach’s coordinates (mm)
x

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12

y
46
50
50
60
46
50
60
50
43
53
57
50

Region

BA

z
42
42
46
34
54
58
38
46
49
38
57
38

18
2
18
6
18
4
12
1
11
4
18
12

L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

STG
MTG
STG
MTG
STG
MTG
STG
MTG
STG
MTG
MTG
STG

22
21
22
22
21
21
22
21
22
22
22
22

Voxel level

Cluster level

t value

SPM (Z)

Extent (mm3)

13.75
11.33
9.09
6.00
10.40
7.57
9.09
6.63
8.41
6.71
7.56
6.38

Z>8
Z>8
Z>8
5.85
Z>8
7.29
Z>8
6.44
Z>8
6.51
7.28
6.20

16,256
7424
2432
64
1920
2688
1280
320
5632
384
5952
64

BA: Brodmann’s area.
L.STG = posterior part of the left superior temporal gyrus.
L.MTG = posterior part of the left middle temporal gyrus.

Regarding the effects on reaction time of rTMS in Wernicke’s
and Broca’s areas, ANOVA conducted for each site showed that
relative to placebo stimulation, active rTMS over Wernicke’s area
induced a significant decrease in RTs ( F (1,10) = 19.04, P = 0.001)
with a mean decrease of 199 T 39 ms for French language and
110 T 40 ms for foreign languages (Fig. 4). Moreover, a significant
interaction of stimulation mode  language ( F (1,10) = 7.88, P =
0.01) indicated that active stimulation on Wernicke’s area reduced
RT for French language more than RT for foreign languages.
Over the F3Op area, the stimulation mode effect was not
significant ( F (1,10) = 1.04, P = 0.33, ns) with a mean decrease of
55 T 38 ms, and there was no interaction between stimulation mode
and language ( F (1,10) = 0.007, P = 0.94, ns) with a mean decrease
of 54 T 55 ms for French language and 56 T 57 ms for foreign
languages.
Error rate was not significantly modified by TMS, either in the
stimulation mode ( F (1,10) = 0.35, P = 0.56, ns) or in the stimulation
location ( F (1,10) = 0.03, P = 0.87, ns) comparisons.
Finally, post hoc analyzes showed that baselines (i.e., placebo
stimulations over the two sites) did not differ (paired t test: t >
1.005, P = 0.33).

Discussion
Low-frequency rTMS applied over Wernicke’s area resulted in
a decreased reaction – time response to a language-fragmentdetection task. This facilitatory effect appeared to be specific for
stimulation of Wernicke’s area, as we did not observe any change
after stimulation of F3Op area. These findings substantiate the
view that posterior temporal activations detected in each subject
with fMRI reflect the contribution of posterior temporal areas to
the present language task. They also illustrate the feasibility of
individual fMRI determination of cortical language-related targets
for neuronavigated rTMS.
rTMS on Wernicke’s area had an effect on the latencies of the
language-fragment-detection task, which resulted in a shortening of
response time without affecting the accuracy of the response. This
significant decrease in RT observed for TMS over Wernicke’s area
was approximately three times larger than the decrease reported by
other studies, which also stimulated Wernicke’s area without
individual anatomical localization (Mottaghy et al., 1999; Topper
et al., 1998). Wernicke’s area stimulation was associated with a
response time significantly shorter for French than for foreign

Fig. 4. Mean response time pooled for 11 individuals. Active coil compared to placebo coil: *F (1,10) = F = 6.39 ( P = 0.03), for foreign languages and
**F (1,10) = 30.281 ( P = 0.0003), for French language. NS = others conditions showed no significant effect. Error bars indicate standard error.
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languages, consistently with the involvement of this region in
semantic processes (Malogiannis et al., 2003). This behavioral gain
of performance for the native language was not detected for F3Op
stimulation.
Absence of TMS effect on Broca’s area has previously been
reported (Mottaghy et al., 1999; Sparing et al., 2001) and might be
related to the paradigm used. Indeed, functional neuroimaging
studies have rather attributed the cortical activations of F3Op
to phonological processing or to motor program for speech
generation (e.g. Zatorre et al., 1996; Price, 2000) than to language
identification as in the task used here.
We found that low-frequency rTMS over Wernicke’s area
speeded reaction times and consequently can lead to a behavioral
gain for the language-fragment-detection task performance. The
factors underlying a facilitatory effect of rTMS are poorly known.
A facilitatory effect has previously been reported with highfrequency rTMS over language areas, rather than with lowfrequency rTMS. The facilitatory effect with high-frequency is
not always observed, as it can vary with the characteristics of the
stimulation parameters, such as duration and intensity (Chen et al.,
1997; Pascual-Leone et al., 1998); it can even be reversed to a
slowing effect. Indeed, two recent studies have combined fMRI
and TMS to investigate various durations of stimulation and have
reported either acceleration or slowing of RT during a language
task (Devlin et al., 2003; Nixon et al., 2004).
Low-frequency rTMS has been demonstrated to decrease motor
cortex excitability, providing evidence that low-frequency pulses
applied to the motor cortex can have an inhibitory effect in this
area (Chen et al., 1997; Wassermann, 1998). The neurophysiologic
mechanisms responsible for the changes in cortical excitability in
other cerebral regions are still undetermined.
Thus, we can only speculate that a putative mechanism
accounting for enhanced performance when disrupting Wernicke’s
area could be the change in excitability of a site functionally
interconnected with Wernicke’s area. In line with this hypothesis,
rTMS would have modified the trade-off between semantic and
phonologic processes. Low rTMS over Wernicke’s would inhibit
semantic processes, indirectly accelerating the information transfer
to other sites implementing the phonological processes engaged
during the sound-fragment-detection-task. Alternatively, our results
might be in agreement with a recent low-frequency rTMS study,
showing improved motor performance by suppressing intracortical
inhibition (Kobayashi et al., 2004). However, the present study was
not designed to disentangle whether the decreased RT results from
an excitatory process, or from a removal of ongoing inhibition.
Although it may engage comprehension processes, the language-fragment-detection task used here probably did not constraint the subjects’ linguistic activity exclusively to semantic
processes. The individual activation maps derived from the
contrast of French minus foreign trials likely reflect areas mainly
engaged in semantic processes, although not exclusively. Indeed,
each trial included during 3 s either a maternal language sentence
automatically engaging semantic processes or a foreign sentence
incomprehensible to the subjects. The remaining time (4 s) of each
trial was allocated to the fragment-detection task.
We observed that the group activation maps resulting from the
image subtraction French minus foreign languages involved the
middle and superior temporal gyrus, the left inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG) and the right superior temporal region. These regions have
been involved in both phonologic and semantic processes. They
have been reported in a word comprehension task (Malogiannis et
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al., 2003), in a phonologic and semantic task (Binder et al., 1997)
and in an auditory language comprehension task (Friederici, 2002).
However, we are not aware of any fMRI paradigm that allows for
detecting activations related to semantic processes only, with a
signal to noise ratio sufficient for individual localization at 1.5 T. In
the present study, we rather used the language-fragment-detection
task to determine a TMS targeting procedure based on individual
functional image analysis.
The present results indeed highlight the reliability of the
language-fragment-detection task for individual localization of
language-related targets with event-related fMRI. The analysis of
individual activation maps provided evidence that the posterior
perisylvian region (Brodmann’s areas 21, 22) was involved in
language processing with a probability of detection up to 100%.
The activation of these areas during language comprehension tasks
has been reported by other authors with a lower frequency of
activation (Seghier et al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2000). The location of
the targeted posterior temporal region varied notably between
subjects (inter-subject maximal difference for x, y, z Talairach’s
axes: 17, 24, 18 mm), and its variance was equivalent to that
observed in other language studies (Burton et al., 2001; Seghier et
al., 2004; Xiong et al., 2000).
At variance with the posterior regions where activation was
detected in each subject, within the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)
only eight subjects activated F3Op or F3Tr. This lower detection
rate in the IFG may be accounted for by the co-occurrence of
phonologic and semantic stimuli. Indeed, our fMRI task used
natural sentences in order to isolate brain areas involved in
semantic processing, by subtracting the activation induced by
sentences in foreign languages from the activation induced by
sentences in French. However, one consequence of this logic
subtraction is that some areas, particularly involved in phonologic
processing may be subtracted away because of their equal
activation by known and unknown languages (Pallier et al.,
2003). This difficulty in detecting activations in anterior language
areas further motivates the targeting of this region using criteria
based on individual morphology. Indeed, F3Op (and F3Tr)
boundaries were readily visible on each subject’s T1 MR image
and more specifically on their 3D cortex rendering.
Limitations due to inter-subject differences that can affect TMS
effects may preclude the generalization of the results.
Indeed, the triple interaction between the conditions only
yielded a trend towards significance, thus the possibility of a
nonspecific effect cannot be excluded. The small size of the present
sample might account for this statistical trend, although the number
of subjects was analogous to that of other studies (e.g. Devlin et al.,
2003, Mottaghy et al., 1999, Sparing et al., 2001). While we cannot
dismiss the possibility of a slight nonspecific effect of active TMS
leading to a facilitation of task performance, the stimulation mode
effect and the interaction between stimulation mode and language
were significant in Wernicke’s area site only, and were far from
significance in F3Op. Also, we were able to preclude the
possibility that active rTMS might function as a warning stimulus
leading to an increase of attention and thereby resulting in a shorter
reaction time, as the noise produced by the placebo stimulator had
no impact on response time. Finally, active rTMS effect was not
due to a nonspecific local sensation induced by the TMS pulses
because no such effect was reported during the stimulation of
Wernicke’s area.
Uncertainty about the precise coil position at which the TMS
effect will be maximal is inherent to the TMS method. While we
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controlled for the location of target areas, we did not precisely
control for the variable depth of the targeted regions (McConnell et
al., 2001; Nixon et al., 2004). Nevertheless, we could check in realtime with the Brainvisa software that both F3Op and Wernicke’s
targets were 2 cm or less below the coil.

Conclusion
This study investigated language processing using a method
combining individual fMRI and rTMS. The results suggest that
low-frequency rTMS over Wernicke’s area speeds-up response to
a task tapping on native language perception in healthy
volunteers. This finding may be relevant to consider for research
on putative usefulness of rTMS in speech disorders, as it confirms
that facilitatory effects are not confined to high-frequency
stimulations.
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